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Abstract This study focused on foundational aspects of classroom relations. Specifically,
relationships between teachers’ immediacy (interpersonal) behaviours, classroom democracy, identification and learning were considered. Previous work suggests that these
variables can be used as a foundation to shape classroom climate, culture and learning
outcomes and, by extension, assist educational institutions to achieve their civic mission.
This study examined classroom democracy and class identification as variables that
mediate the relationship between immediacy behaviours and learning using data collected
from 529 students in six institutions of higher learning in Rwanda. Structural equation
modeling revealed that classroom democracy mediates the relationship between immediacy behaviours and that classroom democracy and class identification covary substantially.
The significant relationships in the final structural model suggest that immediate teachers
are likely to have a positive influence on perceptions of classroom democracy, class
identification and learning. Based on the growing scholarship of instructional dissent, this
study highlights the foundational and strategic aspects underlying these relationships
within the context of relating in the classroom and beyond.
Keywords Classroom democracy and identification  Immediacy 
Instructional dissent  Learning  Learning environments

Introduction
Classroom relations and learning environments have gained considerable attention among
educators and researchers in many parts of the world. Notwithstanding the significance of
learning environments at the international level (Fisher and Khine 2006; Fraser
2007, 2012), research on learning environments in Rwanda is lacking. This study is the first
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endeavour that considers relationships between the key variables of classroom relations
and learning in six institutions of higher learning in Rwanda. The study envisions classroom relations as the foundation for primarily learning content material but also for fostering prosocial outcomes in the classroom and beyond.
Previous research highlights foundational aspects of relating in the classroom (Eikenberry 2012; Eikenberry et al. 2009; Feldman and Khademian 1999). Classroom relationships are vital components of education that permeate human relations beyond the
classroom because any course is a case that emulates governance models: ‘‘Traditional
classroom structure based on hierarchical authority teaches students one way of making
decisions’’ (Feldman and Khademian 1999, p. 483). According to Feldman and Khademian
(1999), the classroom can serve as a microcosm of many public organisations. When
public managers deploy hierarchical authority in their organisations, similar to the way in
which professors do it in the classroom, students learn from this implicit model which often
becomes a transferable behaviour in their future contexts (Feldman and Khademian 1999).
Good class climate is not only beneficial for creating good school experiences, but can also
mitigate patriarchy and other types of discrimination (Aldridge et al. 2016; Hyman et al.
1997; Knight 2001; Vargas 2002), foster multiculturalism (Aguado et al. 2003; Coultas 2015;
Horenczyk and Tatar 2002) and promote democratic values (Dewey 2004; Hyman et al.
1997; Hyman and Snook 2000). The latter can include, for example, prosocial outcomes in
schools (Aldridge et al. 2016) and healthy expression of instructional dissent (Goodboy 2011;
Goodboy and Bolkan 2009; Zhang et al. 2011). As suggested in Hallahan et al.’s (2007)
definition of strategic communication, the purposeful use of communication in the classroom
can assist educational institutions to achieve their civic mission by acting as positive institutional models (McMillan 2004; Meyer 2004). The critical role of classroom management
tends to revolve around the role and influence of the teacher in shaping class climate and
culture (LaBelle et al. 2013). In particular, the way in which the teacher embodies relevant
values is crucial (Becker and Cuoto 1996; Titsworth and Smith 2005).
However, in addition to the centrality of the teacher’s role, previous research calls
attention to the social aspect of the classroom experience. For example, Titsworth and
Smith (2005) describe the classroom as a place where macro and micro forces converge. In
other words, relating in the classroom is not only necessary but also inevitable. This is
because classroom situations require ‘‘individuals to come together at the beginning of an
academic term, enact community, form a culture, and then disband in a relatively short
period of time’’ (Titsworth and Smith 2005, p. 6). Even though classroom communities
exist temporarily, teachers and students bring different experiences with them, something
that requires class members to forge, learn or abide by values such as cooperation, mutual
respect and supportiveness (Shapiro 1993; Titsworth and Smith 2005) in order to harness
the macro and micro forces that are ubiquitous in classroom situations. Evidently, the
teacher’s influence plays a crucial role in establishing class identification.
In this study, I examined how teachers’ immediacy behaviours, classroom democracy
and class identification relate to perceptions of learning. I proposed and tested a model that
involves these critical variables by examining direct and mediated relationships among
them. What then does extant theory and research suggest about the structure of these
relationships?

Teacher’s immediacy behaviours
In instructional research, teachers’ immediacy behaviours are explained as perceptions of
psychological closeness between the teacher and students (Andersen 1979; Andersen and
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Andersen 1982; Mehrabian 1981; Titsworth and Smith 2005). Two kinds of immediacy
behaviours have been studied in the classroom context. The first kind is verbal immediacy,
which is defined as ‘‘spoken behaviors that increase psychological closeness between
teachers and their students’’ (Jensen 2002, p. 3). Examples of verbal immediacy include
praising students, willingness to talk with students before, after or outside of class, using
humour (Gorham and Christophel 1990), (appropriate) self-disclosure, inviting students to
communicate via telephone or e-mail, calling students by name, encouraging students to
give opinions and viewpoints, and using inclusive pronouns such as we, our, us, etc.
(Jensen 2002). Non-verbal immediacy behaviours have been defined by Mehrabian (1969)
as communication behaviours that ‘‘enhance closeness to and nonverbal interaction with
another’’ (p. 203). Examples of non-verbal immediacy include facial expressions such as
eye gaze, body movements, smiling and other paralinguistic cues. Non-verbal immediacy
tends to be perceived as more credible and sometimes even more important than verbal
immediacy (perhaps because non-verbal behaviors are more difficult to control than verbal
behaviours), but this should not be taken to suggest that verbal behaviour is unimportant in
this domain. Jensen (2002) offers three compelling reasons why researchers should try to
include verbal immediacy as a construct separate and distinguished from nonverbal
behaviour.
One reason is that verbal immediacy behaviours are easier to control or modify for
better outcomes. A second reason is that verbal immediacy can work better for teachers
who are performing in classroom situations where non-verbal immediacy behaviours tend
to lose their positive impact (e.g. in mass lecture classes, places that restrict teachers’
physical mobility or distance training situations). The third reason is that it is primarily
through verbal immediacy behaviours that people directly convey caring and concern for
each other.
Motivational influences of verbal and non-verbal immediacy behaviours have been
documented in several studies (Christophel and Gorham 1995; Christensen and Menzel
1998; Frymier and Houser 2000; Mazer 2013; Witt and Wheeless 2001; Witt et al. 2004).
In particular, immediacy behaviours have been linked to increases in learning (Christophel
1990; Frymier and Houser 2000; Gorham 1988; Menzel and Carrell 1999; Sanders and
Wiseman 1990; Titsworth 2001; Titsworth and Smith 2005). Therefore, it is reasonable to
expect that perceptions regarding immediacy behaviour are associated with perceptions of
learning, leading to:
H1 Perceptions of (i) non-verbal and (ii) verbal immediacy behaviours are positively
associated with perceptions of learning.
However, in the present study, I also posited that this association might work through
class democracy and class identification, because these constructs entail critical expectations of class management.

Classroom democracy
Classroom democracy in this study is based on Hyman et al.’s (1997) authoritariandemocratic classroom climate approach. Hyman et al. distinguish between external and
internal controls as styles of relating in the classroom. External controls are associated with
authoritarian classrooms, which depend on fear of punishment. With respect to external
controls, Hyman et al. (1997) explain that ‘‘authoritarian teachers emphasize competition,
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the assertion of power and obedience’’ (p. 272). Although authoritarian style of classroom
management can provide structure and rules, Hyman et al. (1997) argue that the authoritarian style lacks an ethos of fairness.
Internal controls, on the other hand, are associated with democratic classrooms.
According to Hyman et al. (1997), teachers in democratic classrooms ‘‘emphasize cooperation, mutual goal setting and shared responsibility’’ (p. 272). Teaching and learning
situations that are democratic are linked to a host of pro-social and pedagogical outcomes
such as critical thinking skills, respect and acknowledgment of others, experiential learning
and the development of good citizenship (Dewey 2004; Edwards and Shepherd 2004;
Hyman et al. 1997; Knight 2001; Murphy 2004; Titsworth and Smith 2005). Dreikurs and
Cassel (1972), for example, identified that teachers who are democratic stimulate instead of
using pressure, they win cooperation instead of demanding it, they guide instead of
dominating, help instead of punishing, etc. Evidently, class democracy is a key construct in
contexts of classroom management because of its potential role in establishing the rules,
rituals and norms of a class (Titsworth and Smith 2005).

Class identification
In this study, class identification is construed in the sense of an interacting group as
originally proposed by Henry et al. (1999). The latter explain that group identification has
three main sources, namely, affective, cognitive and behavioural identification. Class
identification is recognised by instructional scholarship as an aspect of relating in the
classroom (DeBlase 2003; Dunne 1999; Titsworth and Smith 2005) with special recognition of the social and political aspects of classroom relations. Empirical literature supports dynamics that include, for example, perceived homophily between teachers and
students (Edwards and Harwood 2003; Hosek 2015).
The classroom is thus a place that necessarily entails group dynamics. Because group
identification has the advantage of motivating group members, previous work suggests that
collective efforts tend to yield better results than individual efforts because of the integration of individual strengths and contributions (Hackman and Wageman 2005; Weber
and Hertel 2007). Group identification is also considered as a key ingredient that determines whether teamwork is likely to be successful (Solansky 2011). People with a high
sense of group identification tend to be cooperative and are less likely to experience
unproductive conflict (Cross 2000; Fiol and O’Conner 2005; Kramer1991; Van Kippenberg and van Schie 2000).
Because of these expectations and aspirations, the managerial challenge in the classroom becomes one of artfully facilitating group identification (Solansky 2011; Van der
Vegt et al. 2003) while maintaining individuality (Aldridge et al. 2016; Gaertner and
Dovidio 2000). This aspiration is particularly relevant in the social context of teaching and
learning because group identification and integration promotes liking and valuing of course
material, which can in turn result in increased learning (Allen et al. 2006; Titsworth and
Smith 2005). Thus, it stands to reason that the teacher’s management of class identification
is likely to be related to perception of learning.

Indirect effects
Although both verbal and non-verbal behaviours have some areas of overlap, previous
literature suggests that non-verbal behaviours can be more predictive of perceptions of
democracy in educational settings (Bragg and Manchester 2011; Gorard 2010; Rudduck
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and Fielding 2006). This assumption is derived from the view that people tend to have
more trust in what they see or experience in practice than in verbal behaviours (e.g. the
latter could be used as lip service or for the sake of political correctness). The link between
non-verbal behaviours and perceptions of classroom democracy is underscored by the
difference between teaching about democracy and enacting democratic values (Becker and
Cuoto 1996; Dewey 2004; Freire 1970; McMillan 2004). In particular, democracy scholartheorists (e.g. Dewey 2004; Freire 1970) affirm the necessity of doing democracy as the
most effective way of teaching democratic values. For example, Dewey (2004) emphasised
that, if something is to be learned, it has to be done. Similarly, Freire’s (1970) approach for
adult literacy among Brazilian peasants was grounded in the notion of praxis. Bragg and
Manchester (2011) argue that people are better able to practice what they actually experience than what they are told. Furthermore, Titsworth and Smith (2005) found support for
a positive relationship between classroom democracy and learning. Thus, the following
hypothesis was proposed:
H2 Non-verbal immediacy is positively related to (i) perceptions of classroom democracy and (ii) perceptions of classroom democracy are positively related to perceptions of
learning.
The third hypothesis links verbal immediacy primarily to class identification. Because
class identification and non-verbal immediacy can be affected by factors such as class size
and the physical context of particular classrooms, Jensen (2002) argues that verbal
immediacy behaviours are better able to mitigate the negative effects of large classes on
perceptions of class identification. Furthermore, because verbal immediacy behaviours
employ inclusive pronouns such we, our class, what we are doing (Jensen 2002), verbal
immediacy can be more predictive of perceptions of class identification. Menzel and
Carrell (1999) assert that students tend to talk more in class when they perceive the teacher
as being verbally immediate. In turn, class identification has previously been linked to
learning and liking of course content (Allen et al. 2006; Titsworth and Smith 2005).
Although learning tends to be viewed as something that happens between the teacher and
students, students often turn to other students to seek clarification on course content
(Kendrick and Darling 1990). Previous work indicates that learning is a communal and
concerted process (Palmer 1993; Sidelinger and Booth-Butterfield 2010). Thus, the third
hypothesis was:
H3 Perceptions of verbal immediacy are positively related to (i) perceptions of class
identification and (ii) perceptions of class identification are positively related to perceptions of learning.
Additionally, the following research questions were explored:
RQ1: What is the relationship between non-verbal immediacy and class identification?
RQ2: What is the relationship between verbal immediacy and classroom democracy?
As one of the main objectives of this study was to inquire whether one or both of the
proposed mediators (i.e. classroom democracy and class identification) actually mediate
the relationship between perceptions of immediacy and learning, the fourth hypothesis in
this study was:
H4 (i) Classroom democracy and (ii) class identification mediate the relationship
between perceptions of teacher’s immediacy and learning.
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Method
Participants
Participants who volunteered to participate in this study consisted of 529 undergraduate
students from six institutions of higher learning in Rwanda. Descriptive statistics indicate
that 20% (103) were from private institutions while 80% (426) were from public institutions. There were 344 males (65%) and 185 females (35%). The majority of respondents were in the first year 355 (67%), 62 (12%) were in the second year, 88 (17%) in
the third year and 24 (4%) in the fourth (final year) of study. Participants from the
natural sciences made up 27% (143) whereas 74% (386) were from social sciences and
humanities.
All respondents participated in the study by completing a paper-based questionnaire.
Before completing the questionnaire, participants were asked to identify a target class. The
questionnaire instructed participants to select a target class using the following statement:
‘‘You are being asked to respond to the statements below in terms of the class you took
immediately before the class you are now in’’. This procedure was chosen because it allows
students to evaluate instructors who are not present while they complete the survey. In
addition, this procedure has been used by other researchers with success (Frymier 1993;
Mazer 2013; Plax et al. 1986; Titsworth and Smith 2005).

Measures
Existing instruments originally developed in English were used. No translation into the
local language was needed because English is the language of instruction in higher
education in Rwanda. However, there were a few modifications made in terms of
wording and response options in order to include commonly used words in higher
education in Rwanda.

Immediacy behaviours
Respondents assessed immediacy behaviours using Gorham’s (1988) and Richmond
et al.’s (1987) immediacy scales. With the non-verbal immediacy scale, students
responded to statements describing teacher’s nonverbal immediacy behaviours with
respect to target classes. However, the statement, ‘‘touches students in class’’ was not
used in this study because of its ambiguity and previous unreliability (Titsworth and
Smith 2005) and potential misinterepretation (Mongeau and Blalock 2009). Examples of
statements measuring non-verbal immediacy are ‘‘smiles at individual students in the
class’’, ‘‘looks at board or notes while talking’’, ‘‘uses monotone/dull voice when talking
to the class’’, ‘‘looks at the class while talking’’ and ‘‘has a relaxed body position while
talking to the class’’. In the nonverbal immediacy scale. The alpha reliability estimate
was 0.78.
Examples of statements that were used to measure verbal immediacy include ‘‘praises
students’ work, actions or comments’’, ‘‘asks how students feel about the class (assignment, due date or discussion topics)’’, ‘‘asks questions that solicit viewpoints or opinions’’,
‘‘refers to class as ‘our’ class or what ‘we’ are doing’’, ‘‘addresses students by name’’ and
‘‘invites students to telephone or meet with him/her outside of class if they have questions
or want to discuss something’’. Cronbach’s alpha for the verbal immediacy scale was 0.68.
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Classroom democracy
Hyman et al.’s (1997) Authoritarian-Democratic Scale was used to measure students’
perceptions of classroom democracy. Statements such as ‘‘the class picks on certain students’’, intended to measure favouritism, were removed because some local experts and a
few respondents expressed discomfort with the items during face validity checks. Examples of items used in the analysis include ‘‘the teacher is concerned with discipline’’, ‘‘the
class is expected to agree with the teacher’’, ‘‘the teacher makes the decisions for the
group’’ and ‘‘class members get chances to take some responsibility’’. Cronbach’s reliability for this scale was 076.

Class identification
The class identification construct was measured using the Arrow-Carni Group Identification Scale (Henry et al. 1999). To tailor the original statements to the classroom situation,
the word class was used in lieu of group. For example, the original statement ‘‘I would
prefer to be in a different group’’ was changed to ‘‘I would prefer to be in a different
class’’. Examples of items are ‘‘I enjoy interacting with the members of the class’’, ‘‘I don’t
like many of the other people in that class’’, ‘‘in that class, members don’t have to depend
on one another’’, ‘‘all class members need to contribute to achieve the class’s goals’’ and
‘‘the class as a whole accomplished things that no single member could achieve’’. Internal
consistency of the scale was 0.74.

Learning
Students’ were assessed in terms of how much they learned from the target class using the
learning indicators scale developed by Frymier et al. (1996). Examples of items included in
the scale are ‘‘I see improvement in my performance on assignments in this class’’, ‘‘I like
to talk about what I’m doing in this class with friends and family’’, ‘‘I see the connections
between the content in this class with the content in other classes’’ and ‘‘I ask questions to
find out what others in class think about the content’’. For this scale, the internal reliability
was 0.68.

Data analysis
Hypotheses and research questions advanced in this study were addressed using structural
equation modeling (SEM) and Mplus software version 7.4 (Muthén and Muthén 1998–
2012). Prior to testing the hypothesised relationships in the structural model, Confirmatory
Factors Analysis (CFA) was conducted to assess the fit of the measurement model. For
both the measurement and structural model, a combination of fit indices was used to assess
model fit. One such fit index reported in this study was Chi square (Jöreskog and Sörbom
1984). However, the sole use of the significance of the Chi square value in assessing the
overall fit of the model can be misleading because of its known sensitivity to sample size
(Kline 2005). Thus, other goodness-of-fit indices that were used in addition to Chi square
included the Comparative Fit Index/CFI (Bentler 1990) and Tucker-Lewis Index/TLI
(Bentler and Bonett 1980), as well as the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation/
RMSEA (MacCallum et al. 1996). RMSEA values below 0.08 indicate acceptable fit
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(MacCallum et al. 1996) and, for the TLI and CFI fit indices, values above 0.95 indicate
close model fit.
Prior to transferring data into the Mplus software, preliminary analysis and data
preparation, including reverse-coding items that were negatively worded and forming item
parcels, were performed using SPSS version 21. According to Little et al. (2002), parcels
are ‘‘aggregate-level [indicators] comprised of the sum (or average) of two or more items,
responses, or behaviors’’ (p. 152). Before forming parcels, items that map well on each
factor were identified by fitting a one-factor model. Items with negative or nonsignificant
loadings were eliminated. In this study, parcels were formed by averaging the remaining
items in each factor by thirds, a commonly used parceling procedure (Schrodt and Ledbetter 2007). Specifically, parcels were formed assigning items 1, 4 and 7 to parcel 1; items
2, 5 and 8 to parcel 2; etc. In this study, three parcels were created for each factor, which is
why all of the five latent factors in this study were represented by 15 parcels. Compared
with individual items, parcels have better psychometric properties, including reduction of
parameters to be estimated and the creation of variables that have better chances of being
normally distributed (Little et al. 2002).
Mediation effects were estimated using bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals,
the most recommended approach for assessing mediation effects today (Lau and Cheung
2010; Preacher and Hayes 2008a, b). The analysis used 10,000 bootstrap samples.

Results
Table 1 presents the correlation matrix for all variables.

Measurement model results
The measurement model was assessed using Confirmatory Factor Analysis with the aim of
evaluating fit between indicators and the latent constructs that they represent. The fit
statistics for the measurement model suggested good fit to the data v2 (80) = 150.55,
p \ 0.001, RMSEA = 0.041 (90% CI 0.031–0.051), TLI = 0.97, CFI = 0.95.

Structural model results
After assessing fit in the measurement model, the hypothesised regression relationships in the
structural model were tested. The fit statistics of the saturated structural model were as
follows: v2 (81) = 224.94, p \ 0.001, RMSEA = 0.058 (90% CI 0.049–0.067),
TLI = 0.93, CFI = 0.91. Examination of modification indices suggested residual covariance between classroom democracy and class identification. Because previous work suggests
that a theoretical relationship between classroom democracy and class identification because
democratic classrooms also emphasise cooperation, mutual respect and supportiveness
(Cross 2000; Fiol and O’Conner 2005; Kramer1991; McMillan’s 2004; Shapiro 1993;
Titsworth and Smith 2005; Van Kippenberg and van Schie 2000), their residuals were correlated. The resulting model exhibited good fit to the data v2 (80) = 150.55, p \ 0.001,
RMSEA = 0.041 (90% CI 0.031– 0.051), TLI = 0.97, CFI = 0.95. No further modifications were made. Figure 1 presents the model with all hypothesized paths included.
Because of the significant indirect effects, H1 which hypothesized direct effects was not
supported because (i) non-verbal immediacy was not significantly associated with learning
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Fig. 1 Model with all hypothesised paths included (path coefficients are standardised)

b = -0.02, p [ 0.001 and (ii) verbal immediacy was not significantly associated with
learning b = 0.14, p [ 0.05.
H2 ((i) non-verbal immediacy is positively associated with classroom democracy and
(ii) classroom democracy is positively related to learning) was supported in that (i) nonverbal immediacy was positively associated with class democracy b = 0.29, p \ 0.001
and (ii) class democracy was positively associated with learning b = 0.56, p \ 0.001.
H3 ((i) verbal immediacy is positively associated with classroom identification and (ii)
classroom identification is positively related to learning) was partly supported because
(i) verbal immediacy was positively associated with classroom identification b = 0.15
p \ 0.001. However, H2 (classroom identification is positively associated with learning)
was not supported as b = -0.02, p [ 0.05.
For RQ1, concerning whether non-verbal immediacy is associated with class identification, the relation was positive but statistically nonsignificant as b = 0.07, p [ 0.05. RQ2
inquired about the relationship between verbal immediacy and class democracy. This
relationship was positive and statistically significant as b = 0.25, p \ 0.001.
H4 stated that class democracy and class identification mediate the relationship between
immediacy behaviours and learning. To test the mediation effects hypothesis, specific
indirect effects were estimated using bias-corrected confidence intervals (see results in
Tables 2 and 3). As shown in Table 2, the 95% confidence interval for the mediated path
between non-verbal immediacy through class democracy to learning (lower 2.5%
limit = 0.10; upper 2.5% limit = 0.26) did not contain zero, which means that this effect
was significantly different from zero. However, the 95% confidence interval for the
mediated path between non-verbal immediacy through class identification to learning
(lower 2.5% limit = -0.03; upper 2.5% limit = 0.01) contained zero, which means that
this mediated effect might not be significantly different from zero.
As shown in Table 3, the 95% confidence interval for a mediated path between verbal
immediacy through classroom democracy to learning (lower 2.5% limit = 0.08; upper
2.5% limit = 0.24) did not containe zero, which means that the mediated effect was
different from zero. The 95% confidence interval for the mediated path between verbal
immediacy through class identification to learning (lower 2.5% limit = -0.03; upper 2.5%
limit = 0.02) contained zero, which means that the mediated effects might not be different
from zero. However, the covariance between the disturbances of classroom democracy and
classroom identification indicated that the relation between the two constructs was strong
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Table 2 Bias-corrected confidence intervals for specific mediation effects
Effects from non-verbal
immediacy to learning

Bias-corrected confidence intervals for specific mediation effects
Lower
0.5%

Sum of indirect effects

Lower
2.5%

Lower
5%

Estimate

Upper
0.5%

Upper
2.5%

Upper
5%

0.077

0.096

0.106

0.161

0.233

0.247

0.278

0.078

0.095

0.106

0.162

0.24

0.256

0.286

-0.038

-0.025

-0.019

-0.001

0.005

0.008

0.014

Specific indirect effects
Learning
Classroom democracy
Non-verbal immediacy
Learning
Class identification
Non-verbal immediacy

Table 3 Bias-corrected confidence intervals for specific mediation effects
Effects from verbal immediacy
to learning

Bias-corrected confidence intervals for specific mediation effects
Lower
0.5%

Sum of indirect effects

Lower
2.5%

Lower
5%

Estimate

Upper
0.5%

Upper
2.5%

Upper
5%

0.052

0.072

0.083

0.14

0.206

0.221

0.252

0.054

0.075

0.086

0.143

0.218

0.235

0.267

-0.048

-0.034

-0.027

-0.003

0.013

0.017

0.028

Specific indirect effects
Learning
Classroom democracy
Verbal immediacy
Learning
Class identification
Verbal immediacy

and positive (w = 0.49, p \ 0.001). As such, controlling for the large amount of shared
variance between classroom democracy and class identification masked the relationship
between class identification and learning.
The direct path from non-verbal immediacy to student perception of learning
(b = -0.02, p [ 0.001), as well as the direct path from verbal immediacy to student
perception of learning (b = 0.14, p [ 0.05), presented evidence that immediacy behaviours did not directly predict learning in the proposed model. Instead, the relationship
worked through mediation effects as evidenced in H4.
Finally, it is important to note that the saturated structural model revealed a number of
nonsignificant paths. Although the presence of these nonsignificant paths did not affect the
overall fit of the model, they were trimmed to simplify the model. The trimmed model (see
Fig. 2) retained good fit to the data v2 (84) = 157.37, p \ 0.001, RMSEA = 0.041 (90%
CI 0.031–0.050), TLI = 0.96, CFI = 0.95.
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Fig. 2 The final structural model (coefficients are standardized. *p \ 0.05; **p \ 0.01)

Discussion
The aim of this study was to test a simultaneous model that involves relationships between
perceptions of immediacy behaviours, class democracy, identification and learning. The
findings indicate that classroom democracy mediated the relationship between immediacy
behaviours and self-reported learning, and that classroom democracy and class identification covaried substantially. As predicted, non-verbal immediacy had a significant positive association with classroom democracy. Also of note is that verbal immediacy was
significantly associated with classroom democracy and class identification. In this discussion section, I reflect on key implications and contributions of this study with respect to
issues of relating in the classroom and the study’s relevance to the broader goals of
education.
This study was the first to test the relationship between teachers’ immediacy behaviours,
classroom democracy, class identification and learning in Rwanda employing structural
equation modeling (SEM), a technique that has a particular advantage of evaluating a
‘‘theoretical model as a whole versus piecemeal’’ (Forsythe and Ledbetter 2015, p. 330).
But perhaps more important is that the use of SEM allowed identification of evidence for
the hypothesis regarding mediating mechanisms between immediacy behaviours and
learning. As shown in the final structural model (Fig. 2), immediacy behaviours work
through perceptions of class democracy in their relationship with learning, explaining 35%
of variance in the latter. Taken as a whole, evidence for this mediational mechanism means
that teachers who use verbal and nonverbal immediacy are more likely to enhance perceptions of class democracy, a variable that emerged as a strong predictor of learning
b = 0.56, p \ 0.001.
Further, the results speak to specific aspects of relating in the classroom and beyond. In
the light of the positive relationships between the variables considered in the tested model,
this study adds evidence to previous research revealing that proactive behaviours have
overarching positive outcomes. For example, good classroom management behaviours do
not only benefit students, they also prevent teacher burnout and intentions to quit teaching
(Martin et al. 2012). In addition, perceptions of immediacy and democratic practices can
also function as a foundation for other pro-social values, such as healthy expression of
instructional dissent (Goodboy 2011), because current instructional communication
research (e.g. Buckner and Frisby 2015; LaBelle et al. (2013) indicates that positive
behaviours of the teacher (e.g. immediacy behaviours as well as similar behaviours such as
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confirmation/making students feel valued) can decrease the incidence of negative dissent
strategies (Goodboy and Myers 2008).
This argument is mainly supported by Goodboy (2011) who identified healthy and
unhealthy ways of engaging in instructional dissent. According to Goodboy (2011), expressive dissent is used by students in order to vent their feelings about disagreements that
take place in classrooms. But Goodboy also points out that ‘‘much of this catharsis may be
an attempt to reduce cognitive dissonance or justify failure via external attributions’’ (p.
307). Goodboy also identified that rhetorical dissent is used when students persuade the
teacher to correct a perceived wrong by talking to the instructor directly. This is a healthy
and productive way of engaging in instructional dissent and, according to recent research,
it is enabled by instructor’s positive behaviours such as immediacy or confirming behaviours (Buckner and Frisby 2015). Conversely, when the instructor is not perceived as
being approachable, students tend to engage in vengeful dissent by talking to other people
(e.g. head of department, friends, family) rather than the instructor ‘‘in order to inflict harm
to the instructor in the form of retaliation or revenge’’ (Goodboy 2011, p. 307), ruin his or
her reputation and possibly get him or her fired. Undoubtedly, the role of immediacy
behaviour and classroom democracy (or the lack of them) in influencing these types of
instructional dissent is clear. Because Goodboy (2012) urged researchers to continue
searching for mediators of instructional dissent, another important contribution of this
study is that it identified classroom democracy as another putative mediator of instructional
dissent.
By extension, based on the literature that considers classrooms as testing grounds of
what happens in the broader society (Dewey 1960; Eikenberry 2012; Eikenberry et al.
2009; Feldman and Khademian 1999), it is possible to infer that learning to express dissent
in positive ways in the classroom can serve as a foundation for learning to engage in
citizenship and other democratic processes at the broader societal level, which are values
that meet the civic mission of higher education (McMillan 2004; Meyer 2004). McMillan
(2004) makes this inference more meaningful in the following quote where the author
interprets Dewey’s vision regarding the relationship between democratic education, social
relationships and learning: ‘‘For Dewey, the results of such learning are the essence of
democracy: mutual respect, empathic listening, critical thought about common problems,
mutually acceptable solutions, and communal implementation’’ (p. 190). This relationship
between classroom democracy, social relationships and learning is also consistent with the
positive and significant covariance between classroom democracy and class identification
identified in this study. This is because teachers who are verbally and non-verbally
immediate can influence the association between classroom democracy and identification.
The sizable shared variance between the two variables explains the lack of significant
relationship between class identification and learning in this study.
This study has some important implications and limitations. One of the practical
implications hinges on the fact that immediacy behaviours are likely to have a positive
impact on perceptions of classroom democracy, identification and learning. This means
that these behaviours can be enhanced through training (see Jensen 1999) of both inservice
and preservice teachers. The College of Education at the University of Rwanda and other
teacher-training institutions in other countries might find this study particularly
informative.
This study also has some limitations. Although structural equation modeling can create
an impression of causation, the study’s cross-sectional design does not support strong
causal inferences. Future researchers are encouraged to apply experimental or longitudinal
designs to better support strong causal inferences. Finally, the Frymier et al. (1996) scale
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used to measure learning as the primary outcome variable in this study is based on selfreport. Future researchers should devise a more objective measure that can provide an
independent assessment of how much students learn from target classes (i.e. an assessment
that is not based on self-report and perceptions of learning).

Appendix: Items used in the questionnaire
Note: All items are responded to with a five-point Never/Always scale.

Learning indicators
1. I see the relationship of the course content from one day to the next throughout the semester
2. I see the connections between the content in this class with the content in other classes
3. I ask questions to find out what others in class think about the content
4. I actively participate in class discussion
5. I like to talk about what I’m doing in this class with friends and family
6. I meet my instructor in her/his office
7. I explain course content to other students
8. I volunteer my opinion in class
9. I helped my instructor with his/her project outside of class
10. I challenge points made by my instructor in class
11. I openly disagree with my instructor on content in class
12. I see improvement in my performance on assignments in this class
13. I think about the course content outside of class
Class identification
1. I would prefer to be in a different classa
2. Members of that class like one another
3. I enjoy interacting with the members of the class
4. I don’t like many of the other people in that classa
5. In that class, members don’t have to depend on one anothera
6. All class members need to contribute to achieve the class’s goals
7. The class as whole accomplished things that no single member could achieve
8. In this class members do not need to cooperate to complete group tasksa
9. As a student I think of this class as part of who I am
10. As a student, I see myself as quite different from other members of the classa
11. As a student, I don’t think of that class as part of who I ama
12. As a student, I see myself as quite similar to other members of the class
Verbal immediacy
In that class, the instructor:
1. Asks questions or encourages students to talk
2. Asks how students feel about the class (assignment, due date or discussion topics)
3. Praises students’ work, actions or comments.
4. Asks questions that solicit viewpoints or opinions
5. Refers to class as ‘our’ class or what ‘we’ are doing
6. Addresses students by name
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7. Invites students to telephone or meet with him/her outside of class if they have questions or want to
discuss something
8. Uses humor in class
9. Provides feedback on my individual work through comments on papers, oral discussions, etc
10. Gets into discussions based on something a student brings up even when this doesn’t seem to be part
of his/her lecture plan
11. Gets into conversations with individual students before or after class
12. Refers to class as ‘my’ class or what ‘I’ am doinga
Non-verbal immediacy
In that class, the instructor:
1. Smiles at the class while talking
2. Uses monotone/dull voice when talking to the class
3. Smiles at individual students in the class
4. Has a very relaxed body position while talking to the class
5. Uses a variety of vocal expressions when talking to the class
6. Stands behind the podium or desk while teaching
7. Looks at board or notes while talking
8. Moves around the classroom while teaching
9. Gestures while talking
10. Sits on a table or chair while talking
11. Smiles at individual students in the class
Classroom democracy
1. The teacher is concerned with discipline
2. The teacher has confidence in the class
3. Class members get chances to take some responsibility
4. In class discussions a student opinion is respected
5. The teacher’s tone of voice is bossy (she/he talks authoritatively, like a boss)a
6. Everyone gets a chance to talk
7. Most members are interested in class activities and problems
8. The teacher makes the decisions for the groupa
9. One or two members of the class take over the discussion in the classa
10. The teacher does things against the will of the classa
11. Did you have the feeling that you would like to get out the class?a
12. The teacher permits us to cooperate with our friends
13. The teacher tries to control rather than guide our activities
14. The teacher tries to have everyone take part in class activities
15. Most students are interested in class discussions and seem to enjoy them
16. The teacher’s feelings about many problems are the same as ours
17. The class is expected to agree with the teachera
18. We express our opinions
19. The teacher seems to enjoy new ideas
a

Reverse-scored item
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